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RE: Docket No. 150099-EI - Petition fo r approva of revised net metering tariff and 

agreement adopting terms of standard interconnection agreement for Tier I , Tier 2, 

or T ier 3 renewable generator systems, by Tampa E lectric Company. 

AGENDA: 07/2 1/ 15- Regular Agenda - Tariff Filing - Interested Persons May Participate 

COMMISSIONERS ASSIGNED: All Commissioners 
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CRITICAL DATES: ~tJoveMb~Y 2'1, 20 IS' (<6· Mt~nfh 'Cffec.hve Va..ie-) 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: None 

Case Backg round 

In Apri l 2008, the Florida Public Service Commission (FPSC) amended Ru le 25-6.065, Florida 

Administrative Code (F.A.C.), its ru le on the interconnection of customer-owned renewable 

generation systems. The rul e implemented Section 366.9 1 (5), Florida S tatutes (F.S.), which 

required each public uti lity to develop a standard ized interconnection agreement and net 

metering program for customer-owned renewable generation systems by January I , 2009. 

As part of its implementation of Ru le 25-6.065, F.A.C. , Tampa Electri c Company (TECO) fi led 

as tariffs Standard Interconnection Agreements (SIA) fo r three tiers identified in the rule, 

separated by total system generating capacity: T ier I (0- 1 0 ki lowatts (kW), T ier 2 (> I 0- 100 kW), 

and Tier 3 (> 100 kW - 2 Megawatts). While these three SIAs are large ly very similar, a few 

provisions vary by ti er, primarily related to insurance requirements and fees. A ll of the SIAs 

contain provisions related to the initial instal lati on and connecti on of renewable generation 
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systems in order to ensure the safety and reliability of the electric grid. Other provisions relate to 
operation and maintenance, access, liability, and indemnification. The SIA is to be signed by the 
customer of record who owns the renewable generation system and TECO. 

On March 27, 2015, TECO filed its petition for approval of a revised net metering tariff and 
agreement adopting terms of standard interconnection agreements for Tier 1, Tier 2, or Tier 3 
renewable generation systems. In its petition, TECO seeks approval of a modification to its Net 
Metering Tariff (NM-1) and an associated new agreement that facilitates the adoption of the 
terms, conditions, and obligations of an existing SIA by tenants who are the customers of record 
and who lease premises that have pre-existing customer-owned renewable generation systems 
installed by the property owner. 

The SIA that a customer initially signs contains numerous provisions that would not apply to a 
utility customer that rents, but does not own, the facilities and the renewable generation system. 
Therefore, TECO's revised tariff contains a second agreement applicable to tenants of rental 
properties that contain a renewable generation system. The revised tariff contains a more limited 
set of obligations for the customer to agree to. TECO envisions that the original SIA signed by 
the owner of the property also remains in effect. 

Following the filing of the petition, two informal meetings were held between staff, the utility 
and interested persons to the docket. 1 During the informal meeting held May 21, 2015, 
modifications to the proposed agreement were discussed, including identifying the specific 
provisions of the pre-existing SIA which the tenant would be responsible for and additional 
clarifying language related to consequences of a property owner's failure to abide by all of its 
commitments under the pre-existing SIA between the property owner and TECO. On May 27, 
2015, TECO filed a supplement to its petition incorporating changes discussed during the May 
21, 2015 meeting? On June 18, 2015, the Commission voted to suspend the tariff until it could 
rule on the merits of the petition. 

The Commission has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to Section 366.06, F.S. 

1 Document No. 02087-15, April 14, 2015, Notice of Informal Meeting between Commission staff and interested 
persons to Docket No. 150099-EI, and Document No. 02849-15, May 14, 2015, Notice of Informal Meeting 
between Commission Staff and interested persons to Docket No. 150099-EI. 
2 Document No. 03139-15, May 27, 2015, Tampa Electric Company's Supplement to Petition in Docket No. 
150099-EI. 
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Discussion of Issues 

Issue I 

Issue 1: Should the Commission approve TECO's new interconnection agreement and 
revisions to its existing net metering tariff? 

Recommendation: Yes. The Commission should approve TECO's new interconnection 
agreement and revisions to its existing net metering tariff. Since the proposed renter's agreement 
contains references to the original SIA with the property owner, TECO should provide a renter 
with a physical copy of the original SIA. The changes to the existing net metering tariff 
incorporate references to the new agreement within net metering tariffNM-1. (Crawford) 

Staff Analysis: TECO's proposed tariff revision is a new agreement intended for customers 
who are renting properties that have renewable generation systems already installed. When the 
owner of the property installed a renewable generation system on the property, he or she signed a 
SIA with TECO that outlined his or her rights and responsibilities regarding the interconnection 
of the renewable generation system with TECO's distribution facilities. The new agreement will 
attach this original SIA so that the renter understands his or her responsibilities. 

Because many provisions of the SIA only apply to a customer installing renewable generation 
system for the first time, these provisions are not applicable to a renter. The new renter's 
agreement identifies only those provisions of the original SIA that apply to renters. Those 
provisions are: 

• Section 2, All Tiers: This prov1s1on allows a customer to contract for the lease, 
operation, or maintenance of a renewable generation system with a third party, provided 
that any payments in no way mimic or reflect the purchase of energy produced by the 
system. 

• Section 6, All Tiers: This provision requires the customer to ensure that their renewable 
generation system's inverter does not energize TECO's electrical system during a power 
outage. This capability is standard for inverters for solar generators. 

• Tier 1 Section 10, Tier 2 Section 11, Tier 3 Section 12: This provision requires the 
customer to be responsible for protection of all components of the renewable generation 
system, and to ensure that the system is inspected, maintained, and tested regularly. It 
also states that inspections of the system should occur following a large storm. 

• Tier 1 Section 11, Tier 2 Section 12, Tier 3 Section 13: This provision concerns the 
requirement that the customer install a manual disconnect switch between the renewable 
generation system's power output and the customer's wiring. This switch must be 
accessible to TECO and be capable of being locked with a TECO padlock. TECO will 
pay for the switch for Tier 1 systems, but the switch comes at the customer's expense for 
Tier 2 and 3 systems. Generally, this switch has been installed prior to a renter taking 
service from TECO, so for renters, the most important part of this provision is the 
requirement that the manual disconnect switch be accessible to TECO. 
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Issue I 

• Tier 1 Section 12, Tier 2 Section 13, Tier 3 Section 14: This provision concerns the 
situations under which TECO may open the manual disconnect switch, isolating the 
renewable generation system from the customer's wiring. Doing so would mean that the 
customer no longer receives energy from the renewable generation system, but does not 
affect their service from TECO. 

o For all tiers, TECO may trigger the manual disconnect switch for: 

• 

• 

• 

Company utility system emergencies or maintenance requirements; 

Hazardous conditions existing on the Company's utility system due to the 
customer's renewable generation system or protective equipment; or 

Adverse electrical effects (such as power quality problems) on TECO's 
customers' electrical equipment caused by the renewable generation 
system. 

o For Tier 2 and 3 systems, TECO could also trigger the manual disconnect switch 
if the owner does not maintain insurance requirements. This will be discussed in 
greater detail below. 

o TECO can trigger the manual disconnect switch without prior notice, but will 
provide prior notice to the extent practical. TECO will leave a door hanger at the 
time of disconnection, including an explanation for the disconnection, if they 
cannot provide prior notice. TECO will re-close the switch, allowing the customer 
to receive power from the renewable generation system, as soon as practical once 
the situation necessitating the opening of the switch has ended. 

• Tier 1 Section 13, Tier 2 Section 14, Tier 3 Section 15: This provision concerns 
indemnification. It requires the customer to indemnify and hold harmless TECO from any 
liability for claims originating from negligence on the part of the customer, and TECO to 
indemnify and hold harmless the customer from any liability for claims originating from 
negligence on the part ofTECO. For customers that are state government entities, it notes 
that any such claims are subject to Section 768.28, F.S. This section of statute concerns 
Sovereign Immunity and its restrictions on liability claims concerning the state. 

• Tier 1 Section 15, Tier 2 Section 16, Tier 3 Section 17: This provision concerns 
metering equipment. It notes that TECO will furnish, install, own, and maintain any 
metering equipment necessary for service, that this service will be at a single metering 
point, and that it will measure power from TECO to the customer and from the customer 
to TECO. The customer is required to provide safe and reasonable access to the premises 
for the installation, maintenance, and removal of the metering equipment. 

• Tier 1 Section 16, Tier 2 Section 17, Tier 3 Section 18: This provision allows TECO to 
inspect the renewable generation system and any associated documentation both prior to 
and following the in-service date. TECO agrees to provide the customer with as much 
notice as reasonably practicable, and the customer cannot unreasonably refuse access to 
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Issue 1 

the premises. This provision also requires that TECO will have access to the manual 
disconnect switch. The customer also is required to notify TECO at least 1 0 days prior to 
the in-service date of the renewable generation system in order to give TECO time to 
inspect the system. 

• Tier 1 Section 18, Tier 2 Section 19, Tier 3 Section 20: This provision requires the 
customer to get prior written consent from TECO before assigning any benefits or 
obligations to another party. This new party might need to sign a new agreement, but 
would not be required to pay an application fee provided the capacity of the system does 
not change. 

• Tier 1 Section 23, Tier 2 Section 24, Tier 3 Section 25: This provision notes that the 
agreement incorporates by reference the terms of the tariff filed with the Commission, 
including Rate Schedule NM-1, and all associated terms, abbreviations, rules, 
regulations, and requirements. In the event of a conflict between this agreement and the 
tariff, the tariff is considered the controlling document. Rate Schedule NM-1 is TECO's 
standard tariff for net metered service. 

The new agreement also includes a provision notifying the renter that the owner of the property 
remains responsible for all provisions in the original SIA that the owner signed with TECO. If 
the owner does not fulfill his responsibilities, TECO reserves the right to isolate the renewable 
generation system. The SIA requires owners of Tier 2 and 3 systems to maintain property 
insurance for personal injury and property damage of at least $1 million for Tier 2 systems, and 
$2 million for Tier 3 systems. If the owner of the property on which the system is installed does 
not maintain required insurance coverage, TECO could open manual disconnect switch and the 
renter could lose access to the energy from the renewable generation systems. 

A final provision in the agreement states that the agreement remains valid for the duration of the 
customer's rental and control of the premises. 

TECO maintains that their original SIA with the owner of the property remains valid, in addition 
to the supplemental agreement with the renter. TECO's definition of "customer" in TECO's 
Tariff Sheet 4.040 specifically includes landlords of properties at which a renter takes service 
from TECO. 

In its petition, TECO also asks for changes to two pages of its existing NM-1 tariff and its table 
of contents to incorporate references to the new agreement. These changes have no material 
effect otherwise. 

The additions to TECO's tariff that constitute the new agreement for renters are attached as 
Attachment A. 

The new agreement will benefit the security and reliability of the electric grid by clarifying to 
renters of properties that include renewable generation systems, as well as the owners of those 
properties, what their respective responsibilities and obligations will be in order to receive the 
benefits of the renewable generation system. Accordingly, staff recommends that TECO's 
revised tariff should be approved. 
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Issue 2: Should this docket be closed? 

Issue 2 

Recommendation: Yes. If the Commission approves staffs recommendation and no protest 

is filed within 21 days, then Docket No. 150099-EI should be closed upon issuance of a 

Consummating Order, and the tariff revision should become effective as of the date of the 

Commission's vote. If a protest is filed within 21 days of the issuance of the Commission's 

order, the tariff should remain in effect pending resolution of the protest. Potential signatories to 

the tariff should be aware that TECO's tariff may be subject to a request for hearing, and if a 
hearing is held, may subsequently be revised. (Ames) 

Staff Analysis: Yes. If the Commission approves staffs recommendation and no protest is 
filed within 21 days, then Docket No. 150099-EI should be closed upon issuance of a 

Consummating Order, and the tariff revision should become effective as of the date of the 

Commission's vote. If a protest is filed within 21 days of the issuance of the Commission's 

order, the tariff should remain in effect pending resolution of the protest. Potential signatories to 
the tariff should be aware that TECO's tariff may be subject to a request for hearing, and if a 

hearing is held, may subsequently be revised. 
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Attachment A 

ORIGINAL SHEET NO. 8.1031 

TAMPA ELECTRIC 

AGREEMENT ADOPTING 
STANDARD INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT 

TH IS AGREEMENT is entered into by and between Tampa Electric Company ("Tampa 

Electric") and 

("Customer"), whose address is 

WIIEREAS, Customer rents properly from 

(Name of Property Owner) ("Property Owner") located at the fo llowing address: 

("The Premises"); and 

WHEREAS, Property Owner and Tampa Elecllie are parties to a Standard Interconnection 

Agreement for [Select one] Tier I ( ) Tier 2 ( ) Tier 3 ( ) Renewable Generator Systems ("SIA'') 

relating to renewable generation located at the Premises; and 

WIIEREAS, pursuant to the lease/rental agreement between Customer and Properly Owner, 

Customer is entitled to the use and benefi t of the renewable generation located at the Premises; and 

WHEREAS, Tampa Electric and Customer recognize that, for the mutual protection and benefit 

of Customer, Tampa Electric, Property Owner and the general public, Customer must abide by all of the 

terms. conditions and obligations of Property Owner set forth in the SIA that relate to safety and govern 

Continued to Sheet No. 8. 1 032 

ISSUED BY: G. L. Gillette, President DATE EFFECTIVE: 

E.'<hibit " B" 
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Attachment A 

ORIGINAL SHEET NO. 8.1032 

TAMPA ELECTRIC 

Continued from Sheet No. 8.1031 

the use, operation and maintenance of the renewable generation located at the Premises. 

In recognition of the foregoing and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and 

adequacy of which arc hereby acknowledged, Tampa Electric and Customer agree as follows: 

I. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is the SJ/\ entered into by and between Tampa Electric 

and Property Owner regarding the interconnection of the renewable generation located at the Premises. 

2. Customer agrees to abide by and comply with all applicable provisions of the Sl/\ 

attached as Exhibit "A" that relate to safety and that govcm the usc, operation and maintenance of the 

renewable generation located at the Premises. Those applicable provisions arc: 

Tier I: Tenant is responsible for sections 2, 6, I 0, I I, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18 and 23. 

Tier 2: Tenant is responsible for sections 2, 6, II , 12, 13 , 14, I 6, 17, 19, and 24. 

Tier 3: Tenant is responsible for sections 2, 6, 12, 13, 14, 15, I 7, 18, 20, and 25. 

3. Customer acknowledges that Property Owner remains obligated to abide by all of its 

commitments under the S!A between Property Owner and Tampa Electric and that Property Owner's 

fai lure to do so may result in Customer's loss of the use and benefit of the renewable generation located 

at the Premises. 

4. This Agreement shall remain in effect for the duration of Customer's rental and control of 

the Premises. 

DATED this __ day of ______ , _ _ . 

TAMPA ELECTRIC COMPANY 
Customer 

By: _ __________ _ 

ISSUED BY: G. L. Gillette, President DATE EFFECTIVE: 
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